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Introduction
There is an ongoing controversy whether primates take 
advantage of the red-green (RG) color channel in order to 
detect ripe fruits embedded in a background of foliage. This 
issue is closely related to the question whether primate 
trichromacy evolved to detect this food source.  
Previously, researchers observed non-human primates in 
Kibale rainforest (Uganda) for several months and recorded 
the color of their food with a spectrometer. They found that 
ripe fruits could be discriminated from unripe fruits using the 
excitation in both opponent color-channels and the luminance 
channel (1). They concluded that the fruit-feeding hypothesis 
for trichromacy is unconvincing. 
In contrary to the studies conducted before, we did not look 
at the opponent color-channels themselves, but at the spatial 
color-contrast in these channels. We did so, because in 
macaque primary visual cortex some cells code for spatial 
color-contrast (2). Since we did not want to influence the 
analysis be selecting image patches for calculating color-
contrast ourselves, we let human subjects do this job.  

Methods
To this end, we recorded eye-movements of human subjects 
while they were freely viewing images of Kibale rainforest, 
Uganda (for example stimulus, see Figure1). These images 
were taken with a colour-calibrated digital camera, which 
models the responses of the three types of cones in the 
human retina.

Results
For baseline, we find that RG color-contrast is significantly 
higher than BY color-contrast, i.e. people tend to look more at 
regions of high RG color-contrast. 
When selecting fixations on fruit objects the median effect 
values for the RG color-contrast is almost three times the 
baseline value. The difference is highly significant (1.48 vs 
0.57, p<0.0001, Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test). We find almost 
no increase for the BY color-contrast or luminance-contrast 
(see Figure 3).
Our results show that RG color-contrast attracts more eye-
movements than BY color-contrast when looking at images of 
tropical rainforest. In addition RG color-contrast is significantly 
higher around fruit objects than compared to all other fixated 
parts of the image. Therefore we can distinguish between ripe 
fruit and surround using RG color-contrast. 
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We transformed the camera's three cone excitation values  
into one luminance and two color-opponent channels, 
represented by the Derrington-Krauskopf-Lennie (DKL) color 
space (3). Color-contrast was defined as the standard 
deviation of excitations in these color-opponent channels.
As baseline, we analyzed the luminance- and color-contrasts 
at the subjects' fixation locations and compared them to 
specific controls (effect size). Then we defined regions of 
interest on ripe fruit objects and selected only those fixations 
that were in these regions (see Figure 2). We calculated the 
effect size for those fixations, too.

Discussion
When looking at luminance-contrast and color-contrast in the 
two color-opponent channels, we find that we can only  
differentiate between fruit and backgorund analyzing RG 
color-contrast. This could seem trivial at first glance, but there 
are two things to bear in mind: 
First, the color of fruits and foliage is strongly influenced by 
the BY channel. 
Second, we can't see this difference between fruit and 
surround, when only looking at excitations in the two color-
opponent channels.
Our results suggest that dichromatic non-human primates are 
less efficient in finding fruit by visual inspection. This 
prediction should also apply for certain types of dichromatic 
humans.

Figure 1:
Example stimulus from the experiment. We also plotted the regions of interest 
around ripe fruit objects in red. These regions were not on the stimuli presented 
to the subjects. The image displays celtis durandii, a fruit eaten by several 
primates. 

Figure 2:
Image patches around all fixation locations (blue) and those fixations being on a fruit 
object (red) of one subject. The patches are about 2 degree of visual angle.

Figure 3:
Median effect size values for all fixations made on an image (blue) and for those fixations on 
fruit objects (red). 
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